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● Presence of extremism in games and adjacent spaces

● Vulnerability of gaming spaces for extremism

● Nature of extremism in games

● Potential solutions

● Concluding thoughts & future possibilities



Extremism in Online Spaces

The internet has a history
of being a gateway to
communities devoted to
extremist movements and
spaces (Gaudette et al., 2020)

Protagonist 
by race



“Discord primarily acts as a
hub for extreme right-wing
socialising and community
building.”



“The co-occurence of
Roblox, Minecraft, and
giveaways with toxic tags
[e.g. Nazi, racist, etc],
revealed a worrying
connection between tags
likely to appeal to young
users and hateful
discourse.”



“...content which expresses
support for extreme right wing
ideologies can be discovered
on Twitch with relative ease.”



1 in 4 players are exposed to white 
supremacist ideology in game.

ADL 2019



“Steam seems to have an
entrenched and long-lasting
extreme right community.”



Games created to spread 
extremist ideology 



Games created to spread 
extremist ideology 





"These are small and not played
by a huge amount of people but
what they do is allow extremists to
create role-playing experiences...
to live out radicalised fantasies
online."

- Jacob Davey



“Discord primarily acts as
a hub for extreme right-
wing socialising and
community building.”

“...content which expresses
support for extreme right
wing ideologies can be
discovered on Twitch with
relative ease.”

“Steam seems to have
an entrenched and
long-lasting extreme
right community.”

Games created to spread 
extremist ideology 

1 in 4 players are exposed to white 
supremacist ideology in game.
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POTENTIAL
VULNERABILITIES
OF GAMING
SPACES



Potential vulnerabilities of gaming spaces

1 SOCIAL 
ENVIRONMENT

Close and long-lasting, friendship 
bonds



Potential vulnerabilities of gaming spaces

“Online friendships enhance 
feelings of belonging, driven 
by trust and that players feel 
a deeper sense of belonging
and feel more accepted by 
the gaming community than 
they are offline.” 



“Here is one version of how far-right recruitment is supposed to work:
Bobby queues up for a Fortnite match and gets paired with a big, bad
skinhead Ryland. Ryland has between two and 20 minutes to make his
pitch to Bobby over voice or text chat before enemy player Sally
shotguns them both in the face. If Ryland’s vibe is intriguing, maybe
Bobby accepts his Fortnite friend request; they catch some more games
and continue their friendship on Discord. Over time, weeks or months,
Ryland normalizes extremist ideology for Bobby and eventually the kid
becomes radicalized.”



Potential vulnerabilities of gaming spaces

1
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SOCIAL 
ENVIRONMENT

OTHERING “Us versus them” mentality

Close and long-lasting friendship 
bonds







Potential vulnerabilities of gaming spaces
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SOCIAL 
ENVIRONMENT

OTHERING

CULTURE AND 
IDENTITY

“Us versus them” mentality

Toxic gamer cultures

Close and long-lasting friendship 
bonds



Gamer Cultures & Identities



Gamer Cultures & Identities

A gamer is a concept that comprise 

longtime aspects of self-construction and 

self-perception, as well as individual 
societal and cultural positioning.”

(Grooten & Kowert, 2015; p. 72-73)



“The gaming world… is thronged by 

misogynists and racists who feel 

free to advocate harm against 

anyone who is not like them.”





When we allow hate to spread 
without consequence, 

it normalizes hate in all spaces



Players who engage in
trolling, hate speech, or
doxxing are more likely
to be persuaded by
extremist propaganda.









What we know
● There is growing concern games are spaces for extremist 

recruitment

● Extremism and radicalisation exists in gaming and game 
adjacent spaces

● That games seem to be particularly vulnerable to 
extremism and recruitment
○ Social reinforcement, “othering,” gamer cultures and identity



What we know 
● Extremist networks are actively using game-centric 

platforms

● Games–across genres and audience sizes–frequently 
have some hateful or extremist activity

● Games with social hooks seem to have a higher 
propensity for extremist organization



A Growing Threat
1. Social hooks in games are increasing

2. Content moderation in games isn’t as advanced as big social 
media





It’s All About the Data
● Extremists use games of all genres and sizes, but we cannot know the scope 

of the problem without access to data

● The few games that provide open access to data seem disproportionately 
messy



Extremist Behavior

Harassment and 
Trolling Radicalization

MobilizationRecruitmentTargeted HarassmentDiffuse Harassment



Radicalization Funnel

Social Networking and 
Identity Creation

Mobilization

Shotgun Approach



“Edgelord” Humor or Finding New Recruits?
● Early radicalization can look like cringe/edgy humor



“Edgelord” Humor or Finding New Recruits?



The Discord Funnel
After initial desensitization, new recruits begin to forge social ties.



Forging social connections: Discord
More radicalized individuals organize around explicit violence and hate.



Forging social connections: Discord
More radicalized individuals organize around explicit violence and hate.



Forging social connections: Discord
More radicalized individuals organize around explicit violence and hate.



Hardened mobilization networks: Roblox



Hardened mobilization networks: Roblox



Hardened mobilization networks: Roblox



Hardened mobilization networks: Roblox















Notable users
Username Description

catjt Attomwafflez

AlqiaediaSeptemb11 محملوسراللهاللهلاإھلإلا

1NotAntifa 𝖂𝖍𝖎𝖙𝖊 𝖆𝖓𝖉 𝕻𝖗𝖔𝖚𝖉

Branton_Tarront None

monkey507902734 i dont like black[peopeolaw]d[plka

GadssTheJiews None

Heinrich Himmler “In any case we must educate our young 
always to be chivalrous men, men 
(Menschen) who stand up for women”

NoMorePrideMonth22 FUةCةK  NIةGةGAS



Hardened mobilization networks: Steam

● Ex-leader of Feuerkrieg 
Division, a UK-, Canada-, and 
Australia-designated terrorist 
group

● Currently engaged in 
propaganda creation for neo-
Nazi groups on Telegram





Extremist Behavior

Harassment and 
Trolling Radicalization

MobilizationRecruitmentTargeted HarassmentDiffuse Harassment



Extremist Behavior

Harassment and 
Trolling Radicalization

MobilizationRecruitmentTargeted HarassmentDiffuse Harassment



Mobilization activity is complex
● Niche, obtuse references and meta-irony are generally directed toward 

already radicalized extremists

● Mobilization and organization is core to extremist sustainability

● Without strong relationships, extremist movements disappear



Identifying extremist activity in the wild
Conventional paradigm: 

● Moderation takes a content-based approach to discovery
● Posts, user-generated content, usernames, etc. are analyzed in isolation
● Reliance on keyword lists, which can be inflexible and vulnerable to 

adversarial behavior



Adversarial Behavior Is Commonplace

Real-World Example: Anti-Semitism

“Around 100 years ago the Weimar Republic experienced the same things happening in 
entertainment and ultimately culture. Now Weimerica is experiencing the same. The 
same cabal of small hatted palm rubbing pedos are still running the same scam as 
they’ve done for ages” 

–Comment on social media platform



Extreme language becomes mainstream
should i make the cuck shed

i built a cuck shed and everything

get in the fucking cuck shed

DROWN IN THE CUCK SHED

how did you escape the cuck shed

get in the cuck shed

get in the cuck shed

you like getting drowned in the cuck shed?

the one weakness of the cuck shed

just kidding get in the cuck shed

GET IN THE CUCK SHED

you've served your sentence in the cuck shed

*Data acquired from real Minecraft Java servers and provided by GamerSafer 



We need a network 
approach to 

content moderation



Strategy: use a single user as a seed to 
discover many more
● Any relationship functionality can be leveraged to identify many more relevant 

individuals, groups, and content
● Stronger types of ties generally surface a higher density of dangerous 

content and users



How to Execute on the Strategy
● Engage with subject matter experts to diagnose trends and map networks 

● Work with independent scientists to push past current debates and 
democratize data access to empower scientists to conduct independent and 
credible research



Concluding Thoughts



DIGITAL GAMES ARE
CULTURAL ASSETS OF INFLUENCE



Future 
Possibilities




